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Abstract: We update the parameter spaces for both a real and complex scalar dark
matter via the Higgs portal. In the light of constraints arising from the LUX 2016 data,
the latest Higgs invisible decay and the gamma ray spectrum, the dark matter resonant
mass region is further restricted to a narrow window between 54:9 62:3 GeV in both cases,
and its large mass region is excluded until 834 GeV and 3473 GeV for the real and complex
scalar, respectively.
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1 Introduction
Recently, a few new limits on Dark Matter (DM) direct detection were released. For exam-
ple, in comparison with the LUX 2015 data [1] there is about a factor of  4 improvement
on the DM-nucleon scattering cross section in the latest LUX 2016 data [2]. This improve-
ment may impose signicant eects on simplied DM models with DM mass around the
electroweak scale. DM via the Higgs portal is a type of such simplest examples. Usually,
the number of model parameters in such DM sector is quite small, making it very sensitive
to the LUX experiments. The aim of this paper is to explore the implications of nowadays
experimental limits to the Higgs-portal DM models.
In this scenario, Standard Model (SM) Higgs mediates interactions between DM and
SM sector, with DM directly coupled to the SM Higgs via Yukawa interaction. They are
only two model parameters in the eective Lagrangian - the DM mass and the \eective"
Yukawa coupling constant. Once the constraint from DM relic abundance is imposed, the
number of independent model parameters is reduced to one. Since previous experimental
data has excluded a fermionic DM (except for the pseudo-scalar coupling) [3], we focus
on either a real or complex scalar DM, on which early studies can be found in [4{20]
and [21{27] , respectively.1
In the light of the direct detection arising from the LUX 2016 data, the indirect de-
tection arising from the Higgs invisible decay at LHC [29], and the indirect detection
arising from gamma ray spectrum induced by DM annihilation at Fermi-LAT [30, 31] and
HESS [32], the DM mass regions are updated as follows. (i) For the real scalar DM the res-
onant mass and large mass region is modied to 54:9  ms  62:3 GeV and ms  834 GeV,
respectively. (ii) For the complex scalar DM the resonant mass is similar to the real scalar

















DM and the large mass region is modied to ms  3473 GeV. See table 2 for details. Al-
though we will not discuss N copies of real scalar with N  3, it can be inferred that the
large mass region for these choices is excluded, and the resonant mass region will be further
suppressed as N increases.
The plan of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is devoted to address the
notation in the real and complex DM models. In section III we discuss the direct detection
at the LUX experiments, where the update will be noted. In section IV we discuss the
indirect detections at the LHC, Fermi-LAT and HESS. If available, we will compare the
dierences between the real and complex scalar DM. Finally, we conclude in sectionV.
2 Scalar dark matter







j s j2  
2
j s j4  
2
j s j2j H j2; (2.1)
where  is the DM bare mass, and the last term denotes the interaction between DM sector
and SM Higgs, with  referring to the Yukawa coupling constant. In order to keep the DM
stable and eliminate harmful operators, one simply imposes the following Z2 parity on the
full Lagrangian,
s!  s; SM particles! SM particles: (2.2)
Below the electroweak scale, eq. (2.1) is rewritten as,




j s j2  
2
j s j4  
2
j s j2 h  
4
j s j2 h2: (2.3)
Here m2s = 
2+2=2 is the square of DM mass, and H = (+h)=
p
2, with the electroweak
scale  ' 246 GeV.
Dark matter s can be composed of a single or multiple real scalar components. In this




s1 + is2; Model B
(2.4)
which corresponds to a real and complex scalar, respectively. Note that the masses for s1;2
in the model B are degenerate. In some situation beyond eq. (2.1), it may include a small
mass mixing term, which directly leads to non-degenerate masses. Mixing eects will be
neglected in the following discussion.
3 Direct detection
Let us rstly discuss the direct detection on the model A and B in the light of the latest
LUX data. Previous discussions can be found in ref. [38] and ref. [39] for the model A and

















Figure 1. DM-nucleon scattering cross section SI as the function of DM mass in the model A
(left) and model B (right), respectively. The dependence of SI on Yukawa coupling constant 
is eliminated by the constraint from DM relic abundance as shown in table 1. Curves of LUX 2015
(red), LUX 2016 (blue) and Xenon1T (green) [36] are shown simultaneously, and the yellow band
refers to 2 deviation to their central values that were chosen by authors in refs. [38, 39].
both particle colliders and DM direct detection experiments, only the DM mass ms and the
Yukawa coupling constant  are sensitive to the LUX experiments. The spin-independent
DM-nucleon scattering cross section depends on these parameters as,







where mN is the nucleon mass,  = mNms=(mN + ms) is the DM-nucleon reduced mass,
and fN is the hadron matrix element. Note that the factor c(A) = 1 and c(B) = 2 for the
model A and B, respectively.
In gure 1 we show the plots of SI as the function of DM mass by virtue of the code
MicrOMEGAs [37], where the dependence of SI on Yukawa coupling constant  in eq. (3.1)
is eliminated by the constraint from DM relic abundance. Input values for parameters in
eq. (3.1) are shown in table 1. In this gure, both the curves of LUX 2015 (red) and 2016
(blue) data are shown simultaneously. Note that for the purpose of exclusion we have used
their experimental values corresponding to 2 deviations to their central values, which is
dierent from refs. [38, 39]. Consequently, the ability of exclusion is expected to be stronger
in our discussions.
For the model A, we nd that the large mass region is obviously uplifted to 834 GeV
(LUX 2016) from 185 GeV (LUX 2015). In contrast, there is only about  1 GeV deviation
in the resonant mass region, which is modied from 53:5   63:5 GeV (LUX 2015) [40] to
54:9   62:8 GeV (LUX 2016). Meanwhile, for the model B, we nd that the large mass
region is obviously uplifted to 3473 GeV (LUX 2016) from 247 GeV (LUX 2015), and the
deviation in the resonant mass region is small similar to model A.
In comparison with the model A, the DM mass lower bound in the large mass region
is larger in the model B. There are two reasons for this result. At rst, the contribution
to DM relic abundance in the model B is roughly doubled given the same DM mass, in
compared with model A. In order to reproduce the required DM relic density as shown in
table 1, the Yukawa coupling  should be multiplied by
p





















2 = 0:1199 0:0027 [33]
fN ' 0:3 [28]
mh = 125 GeV [34, 35]
Table 1. DM relic abundance and input values for parameters in eq. (3.1).





































Figure 2. Constraint from SM Higgs invisible decay at the LHC in the model A (left) and model
B (right), respectively. The red curve in each plot corresponds to the DM relic abundance.
is proportional to 1=2. We have veried this by the numerical calculations in terms of
MicrOMEGAs. Second, the factor c(B) is two times of c(A). Therefore, the DM-nucleon
scattering cross section in the model B is roughly  4 times of that in the model A in the
large mass region. However, in the resonant mass region where SI is small, the enhance-
ment eect is not so obvious as in the large mass region.
Other direct detections on either the resonant mass region or the large mass region
in gure 1 are rather insucient. The discovery of collider signatures requires extremely
large integrated luminosity at least of order O(10) ab 1 at the 14-TeV LHC [40]. The
discovery of astrophysical signatures requires the DM scattering cross section relative to
the DM mass, =M at least of order 10 7cm2=g [41], in contrast to present limits typically
of order 0:1cm2=g. Some cosmological considerations may impose interesting constraints
on these models. See, e.g., ref. [42].
4 Indirect detection
In this section we discuss indirect detections arising from Higgs invisible decay at the LHC
as well as the gamma ray spectrum at the Fermi-LAT and HESS. In contrast to the large
mass region, these experiments may impose strong constraints on the resonant mass region.
4.1 Higgs invisible decay
When the DM mass is smaller than mh=2, the measured Higgs invisible decay at the LHC
imposes strong constraint on the decay width  (h! ss). For details on the calculation of
 (h! ss), see, e.g., [42]. The latest LHC result has been updated as [29],

























































































Figure 3. Constraint from gamma ray spectrum at Fermi-LAT and HESS in the model A (left)
and model B (right), respectively.
where the SM Higgs decay width  h ' 4:15 MeV. In gure 2 we show this constraint on the
DM mass, which indicates that for the model A the DM mass lower bound in the resonant
region has been modied to 52:3 GeV from 51:8 GeV [40], and for the model B the value
of DM mass lower bound in the same region is about 51:5 GeV.
4.2 Gamma ray
Now we discuss the indirect detection arising from gamma ray spectrum at Fermi-LAT and
HESS. These experiments impose upper bounds on the magnitudes of thermal averaged
DM annihilation cross sections times velocity rel. Consider that the maximal value of
these cross sections in our models corresponds to the DM mass near mh=2, the resonant
mass region is mostly sensitive to these experiment limits. In the following discussion we
will use the gamma ray limits on < rel >, for which earlier analysis in the model A
can be found in [43{46].


















where x = ms=T , s is the square of the center-of-mass energy, and K1 and K2 are modied
Bessel functions of the second kind. For the details on the calculation of rel in eq. (4.2),
see the appendixes in refs. [43, 44]. Similar to the DM-nucleon scattering cross section the
value for rel in the model B will be doubled in comparison with A, which implies that
the gamma ray limits will be more sensitive to this model.
In gure 3 we present the gamma ray constraint on the DM mass. The Fermi-LAT R3
and R41 limits are both shown simultaneously. For the model A, the Fermi-LAT R3 limit
excludes DM mass above 62:3 GeV in the resonant mass region, while the HESS limit is not
so sucient as the LUX limit in the large mass region. This result is consistent with the
earlier one obtained in [44]. For the model B, the Fermi-LAT R3 limit excludes DM mass
above 62:2 GeV in the resonant mass region, and the large mass region is not sensitive to
the HESS limit similar to the model A. Note that the dierence between the Fermi-LAT
R3 and R41 limits for the DM mass bounds in the resonant mass region is only about

















Model LUX 2016 LHC Fermi-LAT Mass Region
A 54:9  62:8  52:3  62:3 54:9  62:3
 834      834
B 53:8  62:8  51:5  62:2 53:8  62:2
 3473      3473
Table 2. The DM mass bounds for each experiment. The resonant mass and large mass regions in
the individual model are summarized.
set the DM mass upper and lower bound respectively in the resonant mass region; and the
LUX limit sets the lower mass bound in the large mass region. The future Xenon1T result
will shed light on both these two regions.
5 Conclusion
In this paper both a real and complex scalar dark matter via the Higgs portal are revisited
by the combination of the latest direct detections at the LUX experiments and indirect
detections at the LHC , Fermi-LAT and HESS experiments. The DM mass bounds in each
experiment for the two models are summarized in table 2. The resonant mass region is
further restricted to a narrow window between 54:9   62:3 GeV for the model A, which
is similar to the model B. Meanwhile, the large mass region is excluded until 834 GeV
and 3473 GeV for the model A and B, respectively. In comparison with earlier individual
analysis either on the model A or B in the literature, our discussions on them are complete
from the viewpoint of nowadays experimental status.
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